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Abstract: Manganese (Mn) using as raw material for melting process in ferrous foundry and it is considered
as a hazardous neurotoxic substance. The furnace-men and melting department workers are potentially exposed
to manganese particles or fume in the workplace which accumulates in their central nervous system and
neurological disorder observed for exposed workers. The objective of the research was to investigate the
sources and levels of manganese exposure in the foundry by correlation of blood-manganese (B-Mn) and air-
manganese (air-Mn) measurement. Air-Mn and B-Mn were measured involving workers (case= 35, control=35)
who worked in a big size foundry during one year. The standard method of OSHA- ID121 was used for air and
blood assessment and atomic absorbsion spectroscopy (AAS) was carried out for air and blood sample
analysis. The air sampling results revealed that there is a high exposure to manganese (4.5 mg/m ) in the3

workplace compare to NIOSH time weighted average (Reference TWA= 1 mg/m ). The average blood Mn3

concentration were 2.745 and 274.85 µg/l for less than three months (n=35) and 3-12 months working experience
(n= 35), respectively, it imply that there is a high accumulation of manganese in their blood. Risk assessment
based on mutual evaluations of B-Mn and air-Mn seems to be valid in the understanding of workers' hazard.
Our study indicates that B-Mn assessment by AAS may be a precious procedure for estimation of exposure
condition based on working experience (more than 3 months).
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INTRODUCTION electrical strong furnace making metal melts by a high

There are numerous workers as welders in different are zinc (Z) iron (Fe), nickel (Ni) and manganese   (Mn)
foundry factories in the world. Based on the production [4, 5, 33]. During melting process plenty of airborne
process and client orders there are different welding particles and fume included manganese generate around
procedures with regards to the metal using volume in worker respiratory system area. The inhaled manganese
different processes [1-3]. A foundry process is a by occupational chronic exposure has straight correlation
technology that produces metal castings and selected with increased central nerves system and respiratory
metals are cast into many shapes by melting them into a disease such as manganism and bronchitis [6, 7]. A range
liquid phase and pouring the metal in a prepared mold [1]. of researches have revealed the discharge of metal ions
Solidification is a removing the mold material or casting from orthodontic organs in biologic fluids and most have
after the metal and it is a cool process; also the most resulted that they do  not  achieve  toxic  concentrations
common metals processed are manganese, cast iron and [8-10]. Researchers also reported that Mn is generally
aluminum [4]. Nevertheless, other metals such as steel, accepted as essentials element for human, but for risk
magnesium and bronze are also using for castings assessment related to exposure, it is need to consider
production in the different foundries based on production both toxicity from high exposures and health effects as a
plan. The most common type of foundry process used in result of deficiencies [10, 11]. Latest survey has reported
industry is induction furnace system, in this process an premature neurological effects that happen on exposed

heating method [4]. The main elements of melting process
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workers at low occupational exposure to manganese [12]. Mn dust at present. A group of 130 persons
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health corresponding to control workers not exposed to Mn or
(NIOSH) reference is valuable to reduce the time weighted a related chemicals. About 25% of the participants in
avrage (TWA, 8-h) for respirable manganese particulates every  group  were worked on a temporary night shift
which is 1 mg/m . Biological measurements [13], such as (10.00 pm-6.00 am) and 75% worked as day time shift.3

blood or urine Mn reveal recent exposure and, on a Some demographic and individual factors related to
personal root, are poorly correlated to present Mn hobby activities or previous employment (such as
exposure [2, 8, 14, 15]. They also weakly reflect the body smoking, coffee and related disease symptoms) and
burden of Mn, while blood Mn can be associated with medical history were controlled by questionnaire and
cumulative exposure a few days after termination of interview. All subjects were in a good health situation at
exposure [15]. Adverse health effects due to previous the time of the study except two workers. Biomarkers of
higher exposure can be present in the lack of positive exposure should be evaluated in a period that reflects the
biological evaluations when the  patient  is  diagnosed half-life of Mn in the exposed human body: negative
[13]. Meanwhile, biological assessment is not correlated results when these examines are carried out more than 4 to
to the unknown development of clinical manganism [16]. 6 months after termination of exposure are not decisive of
The usual procedure of metal biomonitoring for exposed non-exposure. The half-life of Mn is about 10-42 days in
peoples to airborne manganese particles are serum, blood blood and more than 200 days in the brain [25-27].
and urine measurements as conventional biological
assessment [17]. An academic issue for excretion and Biological Analyses: A cross-sectional study was carried
metabolism of manganese in human is the  level of out among manganese exposed workers drawn in large
manganese evaluation in blood and urine as  biomarker  of production environments in a Mn smelting works in Iran.
exposure of this metal [18-20]. Hoffmeyer et al. have The current research was performed among two group of
studied on the value of biomarkers for the medical 70 male workers employed in the production of ferrous
surveillance of furnaceman, evaluating concentration of foundry factory. Two groups of workers divided in cases
metals such as nickel (Ni), iron and chromium (Cr), as well (n= 35) and controls (n= 35). The case group was from the
as biomarkers of effect in the biomonitoring assessment furnace,  melting,  pouring,  surface  cleaning  and
[21]. Researchers have formerly determined manganese in finishing sections. The control group was selected from
exposed workers but few studies have studied on Mn in white collar workers who served as non-production
blood  serum  as  an  occupational   exposure   biomarker workers. A venous blood sample (20 ml) was collected on
[8, 19, 20, 22-24,32]. The aim of the present study was to the day of the clinical  assessment.  Sampling  syringes
evaluate the levels of exposure to manganese in exposed and  containers  were  formerly assessed for trace of
workers’ blood serum. Moreover, the effectiveness of heavy metal pollution. The workers were prepared for
some dependent variables such as individual factors on first-voided morning blood sample from the day of the
Mn concentrations was considered (working experience, clinical test in 25 ml polystyrene containers. The samples
age) and significant factor interactions were evaluated by were collected in the factory. Blood samples for
assessment of correlation coefficients between variables, measurement of blood manganese (B-Mn) were gathered
as well using multiple regression analysis. Being a new during May 2014 to July 2014. The hands were carefully
topic being studied and the importance of the washed before venous blood samples were taken in a
consequences resulting from manganese poisoning in the medical exam room in the factory. Based on the analytical
central nerve system that is devastating the necessity of recommendation the first sample vial was always
conducting the research requires it [23, 24]. Using the discarded. The B-Mn amount obtained in this period is
results of the scientific review of the impact of particulate signified for `exposure values'. Heparinized blood was
manganese inhalation by workers exposed to undertook gathered between 08.00 and 09.00 on the same day and
for industrial calls the results (in terms of maintaining the the samples were stored at -20 ºC until analysis, 2.5 ml of
health of the workforce). ultra pure 65% nitric acid was added to 2 ml of whole

MATERIAL AND METHODS containers were heated to 95 ºC for 1 h and after cooling

The subjects were exposed to Mn and working in a was analyzed for Mn serum by atomic absorbsion
ferrous foundry factory with a total workers of about 300 spectroscopy (AAS, Perkin-Elmer). The Mn
employees of whom the 170 workers exposed to MnO and concentrations  in  whole  blood  were  measured by using

blood for measurement of manganese (B-Mn). The sample

the sample was diluted to volume (20 ml). The solution
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AAS techniques coupled with a gap 0.2 nm, 10 µl matrix to their working station. Where is; W1: furnace men, W2:
modifier and background correction system (Perkin Elmer). melting, W3: pouring, W4: surface cleaning and W5:
An aliquot of 0.1 ml sampled blood was diluted with 0.4 ml finishing. The subjects was classified into two groups;
Triton X-100 (0-2%) and 0.5 ml HNO3 (0-05 M); the subjects who working from less than three months
external standard method line in a whole blood matrix was working experience as group one and workers have 3 to 12
used [28]. months working experience as group two. Moreover there

Statistical Analysis: Statistical analyses were carried out that the age of exposed workers was in the range of 38±9
by SPSS statistical software (V.21) for the current study years, the weight of exposed workers was ranged 70±12
results. The sample volume was determined by the kg, the workers height was 172±9 cm and finally, the
following statistical formula: working experience or history of exposed workers was 1

workplaces was  performed  by  the  current  researcher,

Which is; Z =0.84, =1.31, =1, Z = 1.96. blood serum (B-Mn) were 2.745 and 274.85 µg/l for less1- â 0 1- /2

Simple regression analysis was performed to find experience (n= 35), respectively. The maximum
signification of dependent variables in the current study. concentration of B-Mn measured from worker’s serum in
The average of B-Mn values were compared using one the foundry was 23.5 and 590µg/l for lee than three
way ANOVA and correlation analysis was performed to months and 3 to 12 months working experience,
find possibly relationship between variables. Furthermore, respectively. Table 1 is shown the descriptive statistical
correlation analysis was used to compare B-Mn for case analysis of the current study results. The results of blood
and control groups. A probability of 0.05 or less was used analysis indicated high exposure with respect to Mn,
considered significant. because of the lowest concentration of Mn in their blood

RESULTS months working experience, respectively. This value was

The study subjects worked in a big size foundry studies stated that the accumulation of Mn occurs based
factory with a poor insufficiently ventilated smelting and on the exposure of the subject on the human brain via
inhale, absorb and retain significant amounts of blood stream (the half–life of Mn in the human blood is 10
manganese in form of particle or fume in their pulmonary to 42 days). This advocates that urine sample collection
system and then pass it to blood. The manganese for biological monitoring should be done at the end of
biomonitoring was carried out among exposed workers exposure day [25-27]. Since the Mn half–life in the blood
who worked in the foundry factory. They were serum is between 20-40 days, the results reflected the
categorized as W1, W2, W3, W4 and W5 groups related levels after occupational exposure before the end of half-

was a separate group as control cluster. Table 1 shows

to 12 months. Based on the latest study in the same

the  highest  mean value of manganese (Mn)
concentration was 4.5 mg/m  from indoor air samples3

(Table 2). The average Mn concentration of the subject’s

than three months (n=35) and 3 to 12 months working

was 0.5 and 10µg/l for less than three months and 3 to 12

higher than the guideline value (1-4 µg/l). Quite a few

Table1: Characteristics of manganese exposed workers and controls
Parameters Mn exposed subjects n= 35 Controls n= 35
Age (years) 38±9 34±6
Weight (kg) 70±12 71±8
Height (cm) 172±9 173±8
Working experience (months) 1-12 1-12

Table 2: Characteristics of workstation and Mn airborne concentration
Symptoms N Mean air-Mn mg/m Max air-Mn mg/m Min air-Mn mg/m3 3 3

Furnace men 7 3.04 4.5 2.1
Melting 7 1.95 1.92 1.614
Pouring 7 1.071 1.2 1
Surface cleaning 7 0.825 1 0.7
Finishing 7 0.478 0.61 0.5
NIOSH time weighted average for air-Mn: 1 mg/m3
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Table 3: Statistical descriptive for B-Mn of foundry workers (µg/l)
Parameters Max Concentration n= 35 Min Concentration n= 35 Average Concentration  n= 35
Mn-B for less 3 months for subjects 23.5 0.5 2.745
Mn-B 3to12 months for subjects 590 100 274.85
Mn-B for less 3 months for control 0 1 0.314
Mn-B 3to12 months for control 0 2 0.398
Standard level for B-Mn: 1-4 µg/l

Table 4: Regression model test by ANOVA  for B-Mn results correlation with air-Mn exposurea

Model Sum of Squares Df Mean Square F P-value
Regression 10.067 4 2.517 3.428 0.02b

Residual 22.025 30 0.734
Total 32.092 34

a. Dependent Variable: Mn Concentration of Air
b. Predictors: (Constant), B-Mn 3-12 months- Control, B-Mn 0-3 months-Case, Mn-B 3-12 months- Case, B-Mn 0-3 months- Control

Table 5: Multiple regression analysis for B-Mn evaluation and Mn-Air concentration
Coefficients
-----------------------------------------------
B S.E t P-value

(Constant) 0.152 0.470 0.324 0.748
Mn-B less 3 months- Case 0.037 0.044 0.831 0.412
Mn-B 3-12 months- Case 0.040 0.014 2.739 0.01
Mn-B less 3 months- Control -0.073 0.590 -0.123 0.903
Mn-B 3-12 months- Control 0.162 0.410 0.395 0.696
a. Dependent Variable: air-Mn Concentration

Table 6: Regression model test by ANOVA for correlation between B-Mn results of 3-10 months exposed subjects and air-Mn exposure
Variables R R Eta Eta2 2

Mn Concentration of Air Mn-B 3-12 months- Case 0.543 0.295 0.879 0.773

life. In order to assess the Mn concentration in the revealed that accumulation of Mn pollution as a toxic
workstation, the air samples were collected from the element was found among exposed workers who have
subjects breathing zone in workstations. A positive and working experience between three to twelve months in the
linear  relationship   between   workplace   air-Mn foundry factory as furnace men or melting operator. In the
pollutant and blood-Mn concentrations was found for current study only workers group with 3 to 12 months
subjects who have 3 to 12 months  working  experience. experience demonstrated a straight correlation between
No background Mn was detected in the workers and the indoor air-Mn pollution and Mn in the blood samples
relationship validates Mn as an initial indicator of a taken from workers as also shown in Table 3 and 4. It can
preceding exposure of workers to Mn with R=0.543 be seen that Mn concentration in the air is directly related
(according to Table 6). The values of B-Mn in the blood to Mn concentration in the blood of workers with an
samples are shown in Table 2 and 3. It reveals that a ANOVA correlation coefficient at r =0.295 and the
group of workers involved in pouring, surface cleaning significance level is less than 0.001. This means that as
and finishing workstations had the lowest Mn exposure the Mn concentration in   the  air  of  the  factories
(0.825 and 0.478 mg/m , respectively) and also the highest increase,   the   Mn   level  in  the  blood  serum of3

Mn concentration were seen in furnace and melting subjects  also  increase.   The   regression  model for air-
workstations at 4.5 and 1.92 mg/m , respectively. On the Mn and  B-Mn  for  the  group  with   3-12  months3

other hand, two groups of workers involving in the working    experience    indicates   that  the  value  of t
furnace workstation and melting station revealed highest 0.739.  The  F–test  for  the  regression analysis is shown
exposure to Mn pollution and anticipating the highest Mn in Table 7. Thus the regression model predicts the
concentration in their blood serum at exposed subjects exposure to airborne Mn pollutant significantly well
who work in the furnace and melting workstations in the compare to Mn concentration in the exposed workers’
foundry factory (Tables 2 and 3). The results of this study blood serum.

2
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Table 7: Multiple regression analysis for B-Mn evaluation and air-Mn concentration
Variables Sum of Squares df F P-value

Air-Mn Concentration B-B-Mn 3-12 months- Case Between Groups (Combined) 24.793 21 2.102 0.085
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Linearity 9.471 1 16.867 0.001
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Deviation from Linearity 15.321 20 1.364 0.287

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Within Groups 7.300 13
Total 32.092 34

DISCUTION correlations. This is because either the processes are

The B-Mn concentrations of exposed workers varied process can be well-approximated by a linear correlation.
considerably of the fact that they worked on similar The estimates of the dependent variables (air-Mn)
workers; also there was a linear relationship between obtained from linear least multiple regressions are the
accumulation level in blood and concentrations  in  air. optimal estimates from a broad class of independent
The work-up procedure is essentially based on the same variable (B-Mn) estimates under the usual assumptions
method previously reported by researchers [23]. Other used for process correlation. The linear multiple
researchers have shown that increasing manganese regression models obtained in this study are
concentration increases Mn level in blood serum [2, 5, 29]. comprehensive and widen for biological assessment in
The results of this study is higher than the same research foundry factories or other similar factories which have
was carried out by Bader et al. (1996) who studied equivalent condition. The obtained results are comparable
exposure to Mn in a foundry factory using by atomic and correspondent to another study was done by Pixe et
absorbtion [2]. With regards to high exposure to Mn in al. (2012) that used a regression model was performed to
the Bader et al study, they reported less level of Mn in investigate the difference between measured indoor
the workers blood compared to the current study finding, concentrations and results from blood manganese level in
maybe it refers to low filtration or lake of air control a foundry factory [30]. Scientists suggested that one of
strategy in the current study. Moreover, Cowan et al. the best ways to assess manganese exposure for workers
(1995) studied on 122 workers that exposed to Mn during who exposed to manganese particles and fumes is
the melting process in the foundry factory [11], their biomonitoring with emphasis on blood serum evaluation
finding is close to the results of the current study which to determine Mn level. This recommended assessment
they revealed that, there are a straight relationship procedure is appropriate for a chronic exposure and the
between air concentration of Mn and  concentration of best  period  for  measurement  is  more  than  three
Mn  in  the exposed workers or Fe/Mn is significant months exposure experience but not more two years [27].
(r=0.77, p<0. 0.01). Compare to other surveys, the linear The current evaluation method was well-matched with the
regression correlations of Manganese in blood above suggested way and the achieved results can
concentration B-Mn obtained as a function of exposure to confirmed that the working experience in the foundry
Mn concentration in indoor air. The corresponding Mn factory is main parameter to determine of occupational
concentration are found in the blood, the regression exposure more than 3 months. Researchers was illustrated
correlation tests showed the relationship of these values that the result of some brain scan techniques (CT-Scan
Mn concentration would cause a corresponding Mn and MRI) have not significant difference between
accumulation level in the workers blood [29, 30]. A evaluation results for subjects (n=44) and controls to
relationship between the Mn concentration estimated determine of Mn level or contamination with manganese
inhaled dose and the total accumulation amount of Mn in the foundry workplace [31]. However according to the
was seen in blood. There was a positive association current study results it reported that there is a significant
between estimated exposure to Mn and concentration of different between subject and control blood monitoring
that accumulated dose as Mn in blood. While there is a result for Mn level [31]. The research results found that
variety of data that are better described by functions that two of the participants as subjects had some exhibited
are nonlinear in the parameters, many processes in specific neurological symptoms in this study. The entire
science and engineering might be well-described by linear subjects  showed  the highest   B-Mn   levels,  i.e., around

inherently linear or because, over short ranges, any
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210±30 µg/l including two subjects (had neurological analysis facilities, as well as Molecular and Cellular
disease symptoms). They (n= 2) had a sewer neurological Biology Research Center of Mazandaran University of
disease, musculoskeletal disorder and physical problem Medical  Sciences  for  the research and academic
especially for walking, sitting, speaking etc and they age support.
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